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Abstract
Artificial Intelligence webinar: it is our great pleasure to invite you 
to participate in the international conference on automation and 
artificial intelligence which is an online webinar which will take 
place during 21-22 may 2020. The dedicated webinar theme 
is: innovations and advancements in automation and artificial 
intelligence. The webinar will provide a platform to share new ideas 
relating to recent developments in artificial intelligence. Automation 
engineering scientists and researchers will come to know about 
more information regarding their research subjects and will be able 
to establish their view at a global level. Let’s join hands for the future 
of this world, for the next-gen of mankind, for the prospective and 
collective efforts to change what is within our reach and means. 
Our collaborative efforts have the power to change the destiny of 
those tiny little kids who look up to us, pediatricians, neonatologists, 
nutritionists, dieticians and all of us who deal and interact with 
children.
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abdulaziz university, ksa, saudi arabia. By seeking suggestions from 
our committee members artificial intelligence 2020 webinar is been 
designed with 15 sessions which comprises of all topics in the field 
of automation and artificial intelligence. All the submission towards 
artificial intelligence webinar are rigorously peer reviewed to ensure 
to accept high quality submissions by the committee members who 
are well experienced in their field and from various countries around 
the globe. 

If you are looking for a global exposure for your novel research 
ideas and services, then this webinar would be the right place for you. 
As we are one of the world’s leading specialist in organizing scientific 
conferences, workshops, symposia and exhibitions internationally in 
different fields like medical, pharma, engineering, science, technology 
and business attracting more than 25 million+ visitors, 25000+ unique 
visitors per conference and 70000+ page views for every individual 
conference would help in quantifying our presenters research and 
biography visibility to the online communities and get recognized 
worldwide. As we’re seeing the impact of covid-19 (coronavirus) across 
healthcare globally. In this webinar various eminent personalities will 
be sharing their clinical expertise, and professional insights about 
covid-19 as well as about artificial intelligence research to provide you 
with recommendations to optimally manage the artificial intelligence 
webinar of these automation experts. 

Benefits for the webinar attendees are as follows: 

• International speaker certification

• Hard copy of conference souvenir, id card and certificate will 
be sent to your address

• Online publication of the abstract in the conference website

• Abstract publication in the conference proceeding with the 
unique doi given

• Exclusive speaker pages in relation with the conference website 
for registered speakers and organizing committee members 

• Special publication discount benefits as a conference attendee

• Group registration discounts

• Outstanding young researcher award

• Nominations for best poster award

• International networking

• Scientific association, collaboration and many more...!

The webinar sessions includes: artificial intelligence, information 
and communications technology, computer and information science, 
automation, automation tools and its applications, machine learning, 
robotics, human robot interaction, artificial neural networks, deep 
learning, big data to ai, role of ai in industry, enterprise artificial 
intelligence, artificial intelligence in block chain technology, ethics 
of artificial intelligence, artificial intelligence in healthcare, artificial 
insight for business, future scope of ai, how robot completely changes 
us, robotics in industry, role of automation in robotics, cutting-edge 
artificial intelligence, artificial intelligence in law, artificial intelligence 
in multimedia technologies.

Our organizing committee includes renowned scientists, 
researchers and experts in the fields such as Dr. Yung-yao chen, 
associate professor, national taipei university of technology (ntut) 
taiwan, Dr. Marios sophocleous, research fellow, university of cyprus, 
cyprus; Dr. Tayfun dede, professor,  karadeniz technical university, 
turkey; Dr. yousef daradkeh, dsc, phd., p.eng., prince sattam bin 
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